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Baseline Dietary Glutamic Acid Intake and the Risk of
Colorectal Cancer: The Rotterdam Study
Gilson G. Viana Veloso, MD1; Oscar H. Franco, MD, PhD1; Rikje Ruiter, MD, PhD1,2; Catherina E. de Keyser, MD, PhD1;
Albert Hofman, MD, PhD1; Bruno C. Stricker, MD, PhD1,3,4; and Jessica C. Kiefte-de Jong, RD, PhD1,5

BACKGROUND: Animal studies have shown that glutamine supplementation may decrease colon carcinogenesis, but any relation
with glutamine or its precursors has not been studied in humans. The primary aim of this study was to assess whether dietary glutamic acid intake was associated with colorectal cancer (CRC) risk in community-dwelling adults. A secondary aim was to evaluate
whether the association could be modified by the body mass index (BMI). METHODS: This study was embedded in the Rotterdam
study, which included a prospective cohort from 1990 onward that consisted of 5362 subjects who were 55 years old or older and
were free of CRC at the baseline. Glutamic acid was calculated as a percentage of the total protein intake with a validated food frequency questionnaire at the baseline. Incident cases of CRC were pathology-based. RESULTS: During follow-up, 242 subjects developed CRC. Baseline dietary glutamic acid intake was significantly associated with a lower risk of developing CRC (hazard ratio [HR] per
percent increase in glutamic acid of protein, 0.78; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.62-0.99). After stratification for BMI, the risk reduction
for CRC by dietary glutamic acid was 42% for participants with a BMI  25 kg/m2 (HR per percent increase in glutamic acid of protein,
0.58; 95% CI, 0.40-0.85), whereas no association was found in participants with a BMI > 25 kg/m2 (HR per percent increase in glutamic
acid of protein, 0.97; 95% CI, 0.73-1.31). CONCLUSIONS: Our data suggest that baseline dietary glutamic acid intake is associated
with a lower risk of developing CRC, but this association may be mainly present in nonoverweight subjects. Cancer 2016;122:899-907.
C 2015 American Cancer Society.
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a major public health problem: globally, nearly 1.2 million new cases of CRC are diagnosed
every year, and the majority occur in Western countries.1,2
A large body of evidence has shown that poor diet and lifestyle habits increase the risk of CRC.3,4 For example, dietary intake of red and processed meat,5,6 alcohol intake,3 and body fatness have been linked to an increased risk of developing CRC.7,8
In contrast, dietary protein intake has been associated with a decreased risk of CRC in some studies,9 but results are
still inconsistent and may depend on differences in food sources rich in protein, such as meat versus fish.9 The mechanisms
linking protein intake to CRC are largely unknown, but one of the hypotheses is that it may be explained by specific amino
acids.
One of the amino acids that may be of interest in CRC etiology is glutamic acid. Foods sources that include glutamic
acid are plant and animal protein sources such as beef, pork, poultry, milk, soy, cheese, spinach, and cabbage.10 Glutamic
acid can form glutamine and is one of the most common amino acids in plasma.11 Glutamine has been ascribed different
roles in the gastrointestinal tract. For instance, it stimulates crypt cell proliferation in the gut12-14 and acts as a trophic
factor and as a protective factor for the intestinal mucosa.12,14 Also, it serves as a precursor for nucleotide synthesis in
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enterocytes.15 In addition, a previous study found that
glutamine supplementation may reduce chronic bowel
inflammation through suppression of cytokines in mouse
models with colitis-associated tumors.16
Another potential pathway through which glutamic
acid may play a role in the etiology of CRC is body weight
control. In addition, obesity and weight gain have been
found to be associated with CRC risk,8,17 but supplementation with a polymer of glutamic acid or glutamine has
been reported to be involved in weight control in
humans.18,19 However, whether glutamic acid may also
have a role in CRC prevention in healthy human individuals is not well established. Therefore, the primary aim
was to study the association between dietary glutamic acid
intake and CRC risk in a population-based cohort study
of adults who were 55 years old or older. A secondary aim
was to assess to what extent the association could be modified by the body mass index (BMI).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Rotterdam Study

This study was embedded in the Rotterdam study, a
population-based, prospective cohort of subjects aged 45
years or older and living in Ommoord, a suburb in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.20 The Rotterdam study comprises
3 cohorts: the first cohort included subjects who were 55
years old or older and started in 1990, the second cohort
started in 2000 and included subjects who were 50 years
old, and the third cohort started in 2007 and included
subjects who were 45 years old or older. For the current
study, the first Rotterdam study cohort (n 5 7983) that
started in 1990 and included subjects who were 55 years
old or older was used because this cohort included sufficient follow-up on cancer and had dietary data available
for the baseline.
Participants were interviewed at home and were physically examined at the research center every 3 to 4 years. The
medical ethics committee of the Erasmus Medical Center
(Rotterdam, the Netherlands) approved the study, and all
participants provided written informed consent.21
Dietary Data Collection

A food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) was used to collect
dietary data from participants at the baseline. The FFQ
consisted of 170 food items, and participants were asked
to complete the questionnaire with information about the
frequency of consumption of each food and the number
of servings as described in detail previously.22 To minimize loss of information, the dietary assessment included
a 2-step protocol: a self-administered questionnaire that
900

included a checklist of foods that the subjects had consumed at least twice per month in the previous year and
then a standardized interview based on the checklist with
a trained dietician using the computerized, validated
FFQ. For each item, the frequency was recorded as times
per day, week, or month. The number of servings per frequency was expressed in natural units (eg, slice of bread),
household measures (eg, cup), or grams (eg, cooked
vegetables). Data collected from the FFQ were then analyzed to calculate macronutrient intake according to the
Dutch Food Composition Table.23 To calculate the dietary amino acid content, the Dutch Food Composition
Table of 1993 was extended by the addition of data on
amino acid content from McCance and Widdowson’s
food composition table, which is based on chemically
analyzed amino acids of 150 foods,10 as described in detail
previously.24
For this study, the following dietary variables were
taken into account in the analyses: energy intake (kcal/
day), total amino acid and glutamic acid intake (g/d), total
monounsaturated fat intake (g/d), total polyunsaturated
fat intake (g/d), total saturated fat intake (g/d), total processed meat intake (g/d), total unprocessed meat intake (g/
d), total magnesium intake (g/d), total dietary fiber intake
(g/d), and total polysaccharide intake (g/d).
Because dietary glutamic acid can be closely correlated with other amino acids, dietary data on glutamic
acid intake were analyzed first through the determination
of the glutamic acid intake percentage of the total amino
acid intake. Subsequently, this percentage was adjusted
for the total energy intake by the residual method.25
Because dietary data from the FFQ are best suited for
ranking individuals instead of analyzing absolute values
alone,22 the energy-adjusted glutamic acid intake was
categorized into quartiles; the quartile that included the
median intake (quartile 2) was used as a reference for
further analyses.
Protein intake from the FFQ was validated against
urea excretion within a representative sample (n 5 80).
The Spearman correlation coefficient between protein
intake estimated from the FFQ and urea excretion was
0.67.22 Other macronutrients and micronutrients were
validated against multiple food records and showed a correlation between 0.4 and 0.8 after adjustments for age,
sex, total energy intake, and within-person variation.22
CRC

Cancer cases were ascertained through 4 yearly follow-up
rounds in which all available data per participant were
collected from the general practitioners. In addition, the
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Rotterdam study is linked to Pathan, a local pathology
and cytology laboratory in Rotterdam that provides
pathology services to the hospitals in the Rotterdam area.
Last, the study is linked to the information database for
admissions as collected by Dutch Hospital Data. Two
research physicians independently assessed the diagnoses
of CRC on the basis of pathology data and medical
records. All events were classified according to International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.26 In the
case of a discrepancy, consensus was sought, or an oncologist decided. Only cases confirmed by pathology were
considered in the analyses. The index date was defined as
the earliest date found in the pathology reports. The CRC
status was ascertained from the baseline until December
31, 2011. Any CRC diagnosis before the baseline measurement was excluded.
Covariates

Several other medical and lifestyle variables were considered as potential confounders or mediators. For lifestyle
habits, we considered alcohol intake, smoking status,
BMI, and physical activity levels. Alcohol intake (g/d) was
analyzed continuously. The smoking status was divided
into 2 categories: never or former smokers and current
smokers. BMI (kg/m2) was analyzed continuously and
was also categorized on the basis of cutoffs for overweight
(25.0 kg/m2) and obesity (30.0 kg/m2). Any use of
antidiabetic medication was defined on the basis of
Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical code A010.
Physical activity was assessed only during the third
visit to the research center by means of an adapted version
of the Zutphen Physical Activity Questionnaire.27 The
questionnaire consisted of questions on walking, cycling,
gardening, diverse sports, hobbies, and housekeeping.
The total time spent on physical activity was calculated as
the sum of minutes per week for each type of activity;
thus, the weekly duration of physical activity was
obtained.
For sociodemographic variables, the financial status
and the education level were assessed. The financial status
was divided into 2 categories: low to middle income (net
income < e1090 per month) and middle to high income
(net income  e1090 per month). The education level
was divided into 2 categories as well: primary education
solely and secondary education or higher.
Population of Analysis

From the first Rotterdam study cohort (n 5 7983), subjects with a history of CRC (n 5 2) as well as subjects
without dietary data (n 5 2619 or 32.8%) were excluded.
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Dietary data were missing when individuals participated
in the pilot phase of the Rotterdam study cohort (between
1989 and 1990), individuals were institutionalized, or the
research dietician considered the dietary data unreliable
(eg, when subjects had difficulties with recall of their food
intake or when dementia was suspected). No difference in
CRC risk over time was observed in subjects with and
without dietary data (hazard ratio [HR], 1.23; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.92-1.67). The final population of
the analysis consisted of 5362 subjects.
Statistical Analysis

Cox regression was performed with quartiles of energyadjusted glutamic acid intake as the independent variable
and CRC diagnosis as the dependent variable. As the
underlying timescale, the follow-up time (in years) was
used. Participants were followed until a CRC diagnosis,
death, or the end of follow-up (December 31, 2011),
whichever occurred first.
Crude (age- and sex-adjusted) and multivariate
Cox proportional hazards analyses were performed to
evaluate the association between glutamic acid intake
and CRC risk. Potential confounders were added
stepwise to the crude model. The selection of potential
confounders for the multivariate models was based on
previous literature as well as changes in the effect estimate of more than 10%.28 In addition, the presence of
effect modification by BMI was evaluated by the addition of a product term of glutamic acid times BMI to the
crude and multivariate models, and an analysis stratified
by BMI was performed when effect modification was
present.
Nonlinear relations between glutamic acid intake
and CRC risk were assessed by the inclusion of a quadratic
term of glutamic acid intake.
Several sensitivity analyses were performed. To
assess potential reverse causality, we excluded CRC cases
in which the diagnosis occurred within the first 2 and 5
years of follow-up. To assess whether the association was
different for colon cancer versus rectal cancer, we reran
analyses by splitting colon cancer and rectal cancer
(including the rectum and rectosigmoid junction).
To reduce a potential attrition bias, we performed a
multiple imputation procedure for missing covariates
(5 imputations; Tables 1 and 2).29 Results of the Cox
regression models are presented as HRs and 95% CIs. A
P value  .05 was considered to be statistically significant.
All analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics
(SPSS, version 21.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill).
901
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TABLE 1. Details of the Multiple Imputation Procedure
Software

SPSS 21.0 for Windows

Imputation method

Custom, fully conditional specification (Markov chain Monte Carlo);
10 maximum interactions
5
Smoking status, body mass index, family history of cancer,
education level, financial status, physical activity
Age at start, sex, total energy intake, total glutamic acid intake,
total amino acid intake minus glutamic acid intake, total processed
meat intake, total unprocessed meat intake, total monounsaturated
fat intake, total polyunsaturated fat intake, total saturated fat intake,
total dietary fiber intake, total dietary magnesium intake,
total polysaccharide intake
Predictive mean matching
Logistic regression

No. of imputations
Variables with missing data included in the imputation procedure
Variables without missing data but added as predictors for the
imputation to improve the missing-at-random assumption

Treatment of continuous variables
Treatment of categorical variables

TABLE 2. Comparison of Variables With Missing
Data Before and After the Imputation Procedure

Variable
Smoking status
Never or former
Current
Missing
Body mass index (kg/m2)
Valid No.
Missing
Family history of cancer
Yes
No
Missing
Education level
Primary
Secondary or higher
Missing
Financial status
Low to middle income
Middle to high income
Missing
Physical activity (h/wk)
Below the median
Above the median
Missing

Original Data
(n 5 5362),
Valid No. (%)

After Multiple
Imputation Procedure
(n 5 5362), No. (%)

4080 (76.1)
1250 (23.3)
32 (0.6)

4103 (76.5)
1259 (23.5)
—

5328 (99.4)
34 (0.6)

5362 (100)
—

2218 (41.4)
2074 (38.6)
1070 (20)

2759 (51.4)
2603 (48.6)
—

2782 (51.9)
2553 (47.6)
27 (0.5)

2796 (52.1)
2566 (47.9)
—

130 (2.4)
4716 (88)
516 (9.6)

145 (2.7)
5217 (97.3)
—

1924 (35.9)
1920 (35.8)
1518 (28.3)

2844 (53)
2518 (47)
—

RESULTS
Population Characteristics

Baseline characteristics are shown in Table 3. During the
median follow-up period of 16 years (range, 21 years),
242 subjects developed CRC (104 men and 138 women);
120 (50%) had colon cancer, 117 (48%) had rectal cancer, and 5 (2%) had other types of CRC.
The median intake of glutamic acid intake was
16 g/d (range, 4-46 g/d), which was a median of 20%
(range, 17%-27%) of the total amino acid intake.
The main food sources of dietary glutamic acid were
dairy, fish, meat, and grains; this explained 57% of the
total variance in glutamic acid of the population.
902

Participants with a high intake of glutamic acid had
a lower intake of alcohol and a lower intake of other
amino acids and were less often smokers (Table 3).
Dietary Glutamic Acid Intake and CRC Risk

Associations between the baseline dietary glutamic acid
intake and the CRC risk are presented in Table 4. A higher
glutamic acid level was associated with a lower risk of CRC
(HR per percent increase in glutamic acid of protein, 0.79;
95% CI, 0.62-0.99; Table 4) after adjustments for dietary,
lifestyle, and socioeconomic confounders. Additional adjustments for BMI did not alter this result (Table 4). With
respect to the median glutamic acid intake, subjects with a
high intake of glutamic acid had a 50% lower risk of CRC
(HR, 0.51; 95% CI, 0.30-0.87; Table 4). No evidence for a
nonlinear relation was found (Pquadratic term > .05).
Subgroup and Sensitivity Analysis

The association between baseline dietary glutamic acid
and CRC risk was modified by BMI (Pinteraction 5 .05).
After stratification by BMI, a significant association
between dietary glutamic acid intake and CRC was more
prominent in subjects with a normal BMI (Table 5) but
was not in subjects who were overweight with a
BMI > 25 kg/m2 (Table 5).
HRs did not differ significantly after the exclusion
of subjects from the analyses who developed CRC after
less than 2 (n 5 25) and 5 years of follow-up (n 5 62; Table 6). Separating the outcome by colon cancer and rectal
cancer revealed similar associations for colon and rectal
cancer (HR for colon cancer, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.74-0.97;
HR for rectal cancer, 0.70; 95% CI, 0.61-0.80 [per percent increase in glutamic acid of protein after adjustments
for age, sex, alcohol intake, physical activity, smoking,
family history of cancer, dietary fiber intake, dietary magnesium intake, unprocessed meat intake, dietary
Cancer
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TABLE 3. Baseline Characteristics
Energy-Adjusted Glutamic Acid Intake

Age at start, mean (SD), y
Sex, No. (%)
Male
Female
Alcohol intake, median (range), g/d
Smoking status, No. (%)
Never or former
Current
Missing
Body mass index, mean (SD), kg/m2
Missing, No. (%)
Family history of cancer, No. (%)
Yes
No
Missing
Education level, No. (%)
Primary
Secondary or higher
Missing
Financial status, No. (%)
Low to middle income
Middle to high income
Missing
Physical activity levels,a No. (%)
Below the median
Above the median
Missing
Use of antidiabetic medication, No. (%)
Yes
No
Missing
Total energy intake, mean (SD), kcal/day
Total amino acid intake minus
glutamic acid, mean (SD), g/d
Polyunsaturated fat intake, mean (SD), g/d
Monounsaturated fat intake, mean (SD), g/d
Saturated fat intake, mean (SD), g/d
Total fiber intake, mean (SD), g/d
Processed meat intake, mean (SD), servings/d
Unprocessed meat intake,
mean (SD), servings/d
Total polysaccharide intake, mean (SD), g/d
Total magnesium intake, mean (SD), g/d

First Quartile (Median,
19% of Protein;
n 5 1340)

Second Quartile
(Median, 20% of
Protein; n 5 1341)

Third Quartile
(Median, 21% of
Protein; n 5 1341)

Fourth Quartile
(Median, 22% of
Protein; n 5 1340)

67 (8)

67 (8)

67 (8)

68 (8)

596 (44)
744 (56)
9 (145)

553 (41)
788 (59)
5 (99)

534 (40)
807 (60)
2 (105)

523 (39)
817 (61)
1 (97)

946 (70.5)
387 (29)
7 (0.5)
27 (3)
11 (0.2)

1023 (76.2)
307 (23)
11 (0.8)
26 (4)
9 (0.2)

1052 (78.4)
281 (21)
8 (0.6)
26 (3)
4 (0.1)

1059 (79)
275 (20.5)
6 (0.5)
26 (4)
10 (0.2)

515 (38)
559 (42)
266 (20)

561 (42)
523 (39)
257 (19)

591 (44)
498 (37)
252 (19)

551 (41)
494 (37)
295 (22)

688 (51.6)
647 (48)
5 (0.4)

676 (50.4)
654 (48.8)
11 (0.8)

709 (53)
626 (47.6)
6 (0.4)

709 (53)
626 (46.6)
5 (0.4)

34 (2.5)
1180 (88)
126 (9.5)

28 (2)
1180 (88)
133 (10)

34 (2.5)
1181 (88)
126 (9.5)

34 (2.5)
1175 (88)
131 (9.5)

487 (36)
474 (35)
379 (29)

477 (36)
508 (38)
356 (26)

477 (36)
500 (37)
364 (27)

483 (36)
438 (33)
419 (31)

46 (3.4).
1293 (96.5)
1 (0.)
1965 (556)
86 (23)

53 (4)
1288 (96)
—
1965 (472)
84 (19)

54 (4.0)
1286 (95.9)
1 (0.1)
2010 (506)
84 (19)

54 (4)
1284 (95.8)
2 (0.1)
1972 (467)
78 (18)

15 (8)
29 (12)
32 (13)
16 (6)
1.5 (1.2)
1.0 (0.6)

15 (7)
28 (10)
32 (11)
17 (5)
1.5 (1.2)
0.8 (0.4)

16 (8)
27 (10)
32 (12)
17 (5)
1.5 (1.2)
0.7 (0.3)

15 (7)
26 (9)
31 (11)
16 (5)
1.5 (1.4)
0.5 (0.3)

91 (30)
300 (82)

100 (27)
310 (71)

111 (30)
315 (75)

118 (30)
299 (70)

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.
a
Measured during the third visit at the research center (not baseline)

polysaccharide intake, financial status, smoking status,
and BMI]).
DISCUSSION
This study showed that a low intake of baseline glutamic
acid was associated with a higher risk of developing CRC
among community-dwelling adults. This association was
modified by BMI and differed for those with a higher
BMI (>25 kg/m2) versus those with a normal BMI
(25 kg/m2).
Cancer
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This is the first population-based study evaluating
the potential role of glutamic acid in the risk of developing
CRC. Previous animal and laboratory studies have provided some evidence showing that glutamic acid may play
a role in carcinogenesis and subsequent prevention of
CRC.
The amino acid glutamic acid is closely related to
glutamine. The human body is able to produce L-glutamine itself from L-glutamic acid.30 Glutamic acid and glutamine are considered to be the most abundant amino
903
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TABLE 4. Dietary Glutamic Acid Intake and Colorectal Cancer Risk
Hazard Ratio (95% Confidence Interval)

Energy-adjusted glutamic acid
(continuously per % of protein)
Energy-adjusted glutamic acid (categorical)
Quartile 1
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4

Crudea

Multivariate 1b

Multivariate 2c

0.87 (0.76-0.99)d

0.79 (0.62-0.99)d

0.78 (0.62-0.99)d

0.84 (0.60-1.18)
Reference
0.77 (0.54-1.08)
0.67 (0.47-0.96)d

0.85 (0.54-1.33)
Reference
0.81 (0.52-1.26)
0.52 (0.31-0.88)d

0.84 (0.53-1.30)
Reference
0.80 (0.52-1.24)
0.51 (0.30-0.87)d

a

The crude model was adjusted for age (continuously) and sex (male and female).
This model included the crude model plus additional adjustments for the following: alcohol intake (continuously), physical activity (continuously), family history
of cancer (yes vs no), dietary fiber intake (continuously), dietary magnesium intake (continuously), unprocessed meat intake (continuously), dietary polysaccharide intake (continuously), smoking status (current vs former/no), and financial status (low-middle vs middle-high). Additional adjustments for education level,
saturated fat intake, monounsaturated fat, polyunsaturated fat, processed meat intake, and use of antidiabetic medication did not change the results by more
than 10%.
c
This model included multivariate model 1 plus an additional adjustment for the body mass index (continuously).
d
P <.05.
b

acids in the body.31 Glutamine has been shown to play a
role in protecting cells from inflammation and oxidative
stress,32 and it is preferred as fuel for many cells, including
enterocytes33 and colonocytes.34
For the intestinal mucosa, the role of glutamine as a
trophic factor is well described.35 Glutamine repairs the
epithelial layer by preserving mucosal integrity and maintains bowel barrier functions by reducing permeability36
and bacterial translocation.37 Moreover, glutamine has
been shown to have several anti-inflammatory activities.32
In addition, the relation between inflammation and carcinogenesis of the colon has been hypothesized previously
by studies showing neoplastic transformation in subjects
with inflammatory bowel disease.38
If we combine these latter mechanisms, it can be
hypothesized that glutamic acid may have a protective
role through glutamine against the development of CRC.
Previous mouse models have shown that glutamine prevents the progression of colitis-associated CRC.16 Also, it
has been recently demonstrated that glutaminase, an
enzyme that converts glutamine to glutamate, suppresses
proliferation and induces apoptosis in cell lines of colorectal adenomas.39
In our study, we evaluated the interaction between
glutamic acid intake and BMI with respect to CRC risk
because BMI is an established risk factor for CRC.8 We
demonstrated that the protective effect of glutamic acid
against CRC risk may exist only for participants with a
BMI  25 kg/m2. It may be speculated that being overweight dilutes any potentially protective effect of glutamic
acid on CRC risk. Another explanation might be that the
association between glutamic acid and CRC is mediated
904

by body weight control. In addition, it has been shown
that both glutamic acid and glutamine may play a role in
weight reduction.18,19
It can be argued that the association between dietary
glutamic acid and CRC risk may be explained by an
increased demand for glutamine due to early malignant
processes in the colon. In addition, tumor progression is
associated with an increased demand for glutamine from
tumor cells.40 As a result, depression of the activity of
other immune cells may occur because of decreased glutathione concentrations.41 To account for this potential
reverse causality, we excluded CRC cases at the baseline.
Also, the exclusion of CRC cases after 2 and 5 years of
follow-up did not show different effect estimates; this suggests that the influence of reverse causality in the relation
between glutamic acid and CRC may be limited.
The main strengths of our study are the populationbased setting, which strengthens the generalizability of
our results, and the prospective study design, which minimizes the recall bias potentially associated with CRC.
Moreover, this is the first study on glutamic acid and
CRC in a healthy population. Most studies have been performed with animals, cell lines, or CRC patients, all of
which may have limited generalizability.
To appreciate the findings of this study, limitations
must be taken into consideration. Although our FFQ did
have fairly good agreement with protein intake assessed
from 24-hour urine testing (r 5 0.67), we were not able to
validate the FFQ for glutamic acid specifically. Hence,
our FFQ could still be prone to measurement error.42 By
adjusting for the total energy intake, we aimed to reduce
the magnitude of the systematic measurement error.
Cancer
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TABLE 5. Dietary Glutamic Acid Intake and Colorectal Cancer Risk Stratified by the Weight Status

TABLE 6. Sensitivity Analysis
Hazard Ratio (95% Confidence Interval)

Hazard Ratio (95% Confidence
Interval)

BMI < 25 kg/m2
Energy-adjusted glutamic
acid (continuously
per % of protein)
Energy-adjusted glutamic
acid (categorical)
Quartile 1
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4
BMI  25 kg/m2
Energy-adjusted glutamic acid
(continuously per % of protein)
Energy-adjusted glutamic
acid (categorical)
Quartile 1
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4

Crudea

Multivariateb

0.69 (0.55-0.86)11

0.58 (0.40-0.84)11

1.11 (0.65-1.91)

1.16 (0.55-2.47)

Reference
0.64 (0.36-1.16)
0.50 (0.27-0.92)11

Reference
0.73 (0.35-1.54)
0.38 (0.15-0.93)11

1.01 (0.85-1.20)

0.97 (0.73-1.31)

0.71 (0.46-1.10)

0.68 (0.38-1.19)

Reference
0.85 (0.56-1.31)
0.80 (0.51-1.25)

Reference
0.84 (0.49-1.45)
0.60 (0.31-1.16)

a

The crude model was adjusted for age (continuously) and sex (male and
female).
b
This model included the crude model plus additional adjustments for the
following: alcohol intake (continuously), physical activity (continuously), family history of cancer (yes vs no), dietary fiber intake (continuously), dietary
magnesium intake (continuously), unprocessed meat intake (continuously),
dietary polysaccharide intake (continuously), smoking status (current vs
former/no), and financial status (low-middle vs middle-high). Additional
adjustments for education level, saturated fat intake, monounsaturated
fat, polyunsaturated fat, processed meat intake, and use of antidiabetic
medication did not change the results by more than 10%.
c
P <.05.

However, a random measurement error still may have led
to an underestimation of dietary intake. Although it has
been reported that diet-disease associations are biased toward the null when a random error of dietary intake is
present,42 residual confounding by other dietary variables
due to measurement error may still have been present and
may have led to an overestimation of our associations. We
had only baseline dietary measurements available for our
study. However, in studies of diet and cancer, the dietary
assessment should address long-term intake because a
long latency period may be involved. We used baseline dietary data under the assumption that dietary habits remain
similar over time. Indeed, the latter has been confirmed
by another study using 5 annual repeated FFQs similar to
the one used in our study; it showed that the ranking of
subjects according to dietary intake remained fairly similar
over time.43 This suggests that our single FFQ measurement may be relevant for reflecting recent dietary habits
not only at the baseline but also over a longer period.43
Nonetheless, repeated measurement of diet could reduce
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Crudea

Multivariate 1b Multivariate 2c

>2 y of follow-up: 0.85 (0.74-0.98)d 0.77 (0.61-0.99)d 0.77 (0.61-0.98)d
glutamic acid %
of protein
(continuously)
>5 y of follow-up: 0.86 (0.73-1.00) 0.76 (0.63-0.93)d 0.76 (0.59-0.97)d
glutamic acid %
of protein
(continuously)
Cases with less than 2 and 5 years of follow-up were excluded.
a
The crude model was adjusted for age (continuously) and sex (male and
female).
b
This model included the crude model plus additional adjustments for the
following: alcohol intake (continuously), physical activity (continuously), family history of cancer (yes vs no), dietary fiber intake (continuously), dietary
magnesium intake (continuously), unprocessed meat intake (continuously),
dietary polysaccharide intake (continuously), smoking status (current vs former/no), and financial status (low-middle vs middle-high). Additional adjustments for education level, saturated fat intake, monounsaturated fat,
polyunsaturated fat, processed meat intake, and use of antidiabetic medication did not change the results by more than 10%.<zaq;12>
c
This model included multivariate model 1 plus an additional adjustment
for the body mass index (continuously).
d
P <.05.

the magnitude of any random error, and this could lead to
stronger or weaker associations than 1 dietary measurement at the baseline or the most recent dietary intake.44
Dietary data were not collected for those institutionalized and for those with recall difficulties. As a result,
subjects without dietary data reflect a more diseased and
vulnerable study group. Although the CRC risk was not
different for subjects with dietary data and subjects without dietary data and this decision was made a priori to
maintain the quality of the dietary data assessment, this
selection may have affected the generalizability of the
study results.
This study was observational in design, so conclusions regarding the causality of the observed association
should be made with caution. In addition, although we
had data on the family history of cancer, we did not have
specific data on the family history of CRC or polyposis.
Individuals with a family history of CRC and polyposis
are at increased risk for developing CRC.45 Although we
adjusted for any self-reported family history of cancer,
residual confounding by a family history of CRC and polyposis may still be present. Also, we did not have any data
on chronic inflammatory bowel disease at the baseline,
and this has been found to be associated with a higher risk
of CRC46; this may have influenced our results.
At last, physical activity levels were assessed only
during the third visit to the research center and not at the
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baseline. Hence, residual confounding by physical activity
levels may still be partly present because it has been suggested that physical activity may also play a role in CRC
risk.3 At last, although we did not find any indication for
reverse causality by excluding 2 and 5 years of follow-up,
there is evidence that CRC may develop over a 10-year
interval,47 and this still may have influenced our results.
We were not able to study the association between
glutamic acid intake and right-sided colon cancer versus
left-sided colon cancer, although it has been suggested
that diet as well as BMI may have different effects on leftsided lesions versus right-sided lesions.48 This suggests
different etiologies for left-sided and right-sided colon
cancer.
In conclusion, this is the first study showing in a
population-based setting that a high baseline intake of
dietary glutamic acid might be associated with a lower risk
for CRC. This relation may be modified by BMI and
needs further replication in other population-based
studies.
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